LadyBug Contest

Supplies needed - Cool stickers that say AWESOME, GOOD JOB, Etc. construction paper, glue, scissors

We used construction paper to cut out lady bugs, about 7 inches long with two antenna and 8 spots we made them all different colors, each team had there on color black/red spots green/yellow etc any colors you choose then you divide the tops group into even sections say 4 people to a bug you write the ladies first names on each bugs head or antenna. Each team chooses their captain who is in charge of keeping track of the rules and if there team is doing there part., you can get 8 points per team for a four week contest, to earn a point each player must contact each group member once during the week only one point per week per team for contacting and every member must contact there group either bye note, calling leaving message away from the tops chapter meeting, and once at the chapter they must tell there captain if they contacted the 4 people in there group..

To earn the next point per week every member in the group of 4 has to lose weight to get one point

THEN once the group determines how many points they have for the week ( 0, 1, or 2) the captain of the group puts a WORD (sticker on the lady bugs dot on her back) like AWESOME or whatever the group chooses that is one point, or 2 words for two points, no words for 0 points, you use the same lady bug with the groups name on it every week for 4 weeks.

You can only get 2 points per meeting, one for losing one for contacting each other this kind of support will make you motivated to lose the prize must be worth working for say a charm for all the winners of the first team to fill all the Ladybugs dots... and some type of prize for number 2 team the losers have to sing a song to the winners of there choice something inspirational.

I am looking for lady bug pins of some kind in our area for prizes

I bought construction paper and seen a pic of a lady bug and enlarged it on the copier and thought of this little game.